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The Chestnut Hill Skyspace has been closed the entirety of 2020 except for two openings
to test the mechanics. The Skyspace Committee is making plans to reopen to the public
in April for at least two Sunday evening viewings for a maximum of 10 guests (unless
guidelines loosen). We propose charging $25 a ticket, refundable if it rains. We would
socially distance guests (not related, vaccinated or in a pod) during the presentation. We
are also investigating other ways we could open for small groups at non-Sunday times.
We are not offering our previous Sunday dawn openings if in-meeting worship restarts in
April. The time between the two events is too short for cleaning.
We are also grappling with the hack of our ChestnutHillSkyspace.org website. If you
google "Chestnut Hill Skyspace," you will see multiple Levitra sites also listed. While we
are consulting with our crack meeting IT committee, this job may require more help. We
need help investigating and correcting the problem and would appreciate any meeting
member's assistance. Without an assist, we will look to hire someone to manage the site.
In any case, we need to freshen our website. Again, if there are any web designers in our
meeting midst, we would be glad for their assistance. Otherwise we plan to hire help
from our Skyspace funds.
We always welcome new members to help us host openings and troubleshoot issues like
those mentioned above. Our committee is a dedicated group, many of whom have been
active since the Skyspace opened. We are grateful for their loyal dedication and glad we
were able to give everyone a "sabbatical year" off to look again at our program with fresh
eyes.
Thinking about spirituality and the Skyspace: We provide the world a meditative 50minute, slow-art experience. Our committee fosters the Quaker values of Simplicity,
Peace and Service to the community. Many of our guests find an element of the Divine as
they contemplate the heavens through our open roof.
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